TO : THE NEWS EDITORS
FROM : THE MPUMALANGA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DATE : 11 APRIL 2014

MEDIA ADVISORY

SUBJECT : MEC MHAULE TO AWARD CIRCUIT PATRONS

The MEC for the Mpumalanga Department of Education, Mrs Reginah Mhaule will award the circuit patrons at a ceremony that has been scheduled as follows;

Date : 14 April 2014
Time : 09H30
Venue : Ingwenyama Lodge (White River)

The circuit patrons are business people who adopted schools in various circuits in the province. They have played meaning role in enhancing education delivery by providing their unwavering support to the schools which they have adopted.

These are the individuals who responded to the MEC’s call for business leaders to partner with the department towards the realisation of Quality teaching in all our schools.

The support that the circuit patrons gave to the schools that they have adopted ranges from, financial, physical support in the management of the schools to buying schools uniforms for the needy learners.

All media is invited
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